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SEO Monitor – key features

SEO Monitor uses data from Analytics, Webmaster tools and AdWords to estimate Google.xxx 
organic traffic and conversions by keyphrase (using the landing page as the common factor)



SEO Monitor – key features

This gives insights into the performance of not-provided keyphrases (both brand and non-brand). 
Unlike Webmaster tools data, this information is retained and can be viewed months later

SEO Monitor also calculates a Visibility Score, which is based on your rank and the search volume 
for the group of keyphrases. Visibility Scores give a true measure of your SEO performance even 
when organic traffic volumes vary due to seasonal fluctuations



SEO Monitor – key features

SEO Monitor also tracks the positions of all the other competitors in the top 20 positions in the 
search results for your keyphrases, so you can see your rank and Visibility Score against that 
of your competitor



SEO Monitor – key features

You can carry out keyphrase research or import keyphrases from AdWords (CSV) or Moz 
Pro, to create groups of keyphrases for tracking during your SEO project

By having all the data in one place you can see current positions for target keyphrases and 
calculate the opportunities or additional clicks you will receive if you achieve position 3, 5 
or top 10. It also shows the suggested bid in AdWords and a Difficulty score, so you can 
identify quick wins



Case Study – Sofa.com



Rankings vs competitors (October)

This shows the raw data for 3,764 keyphrases identified before the target keyphrases and groups 

were agreed



Key aspects of the SEO project



Site authority - can sofa.com compete with big 

budget TV advertisers?

Moz Domain

Authority

Moz  Domain

Links

Ahrefs Domain

Rank

Ahrefs Domain

Links

sofa.com 44 1,269 56 11,954

dfs.co.uk 46 803 56 6,713

furniturevillage.co.uk 45 4,452 57 7,253

scs.co.uk 36 1,503 52 4,577

harveysfurniture.co.uk 41 1,703 54 8,338

Surprisingly the big budget advertisers did not have a significantly higher site authority as 
compared to sofa.com

The poorer ranks for some of the target keywords (such as sofa, sofas, corner sofa and sofa bed) 
was likely to be due to technical and on-page issues (identified in the initial site audit)

SEO Monitor allowed  us to determine what keyphrases were driving traffic, which landing pages 
were found for each keyphrase and which keyphrases would be the best opportunities for an SEO 
project



Using SEO Monitor to understand “not provided” 

traffic and conversions (at the start of the project)



Using SEO Monitor to understand Keyword 

Difficulty and Opportunities



5 months of results for 33 target keyphrases

Note: increase in rankings and Visibility Score is due mainly to correction of technical issues, as on-page 

SEO has only just been implemented



Using topics or groups of keyphrases

c
v



Competitor rankings and Visibility Score 



Performance of an individual keyphrase



Key take-aways

You don’t need to be a big budget TV advertiser to have a 

similar site authority to your competitors

There are now tools such as SEO Monitor that provide “not 
provided” keyword data

Having all the essential data in one dashboard (such as 

keyphrase positions, search volumes, Difficulty Score and 

Opportunities); makes the initial process of determining keyword 

targets and topic groups much faster than traditional SEO 

techniques

Performance tracking and reporting is easy with SEO Monitor’s 

Visibility Score and positions (for your own site and your 

competitors)

Try it for yourself – free 30 day trial using promo code SES2015
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